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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a study aimed at exploring the neighborhood effect hypothesis, grasping if and how inequalities in the level of social vulnerability of school’s neighborhoods impact both the education offered by school and student’s performance. To do this, quantitative and qualitative research procedures were employed to collect data in the outskirts of the city of São Paulo. The results of the analysis showed that the higher the level of social vulnerability in the school’s neighborhood, more limited was the quality of the educational opportunities created by the school. Results also demonstrated that the negative effect of the vulnerable territory on the school happens through five articulated mechanisms: the school’s isolation within the territory; the low rates of preschool enrollments; the segregation of its intellectual population in the teaching establishments located therein; the disadvantageous position occupied by schools localized in neighborhoods with high social vulnerability in the hidden educational quasi-market; and the school’s difficulties, given its unfavorable position, to offer the conditions needed to secure the institutional model of operation that guides school organization.

EDUCATIONAL INEQUITIES • SOCIAL DISADVANTAGES • METROPOLIS’ SCHOOLS
DESPITE THEIR ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL WEALTH, deeply unequal metropolises provide, in the form of spatial segregation, an objectification and reification of the social and economic inequalities that characterize the organization of their space. They give to some and deny to others the benefits of location – proximity to or distance from assets such as educational equipment, means of transportation, sanitation, hospitals, libraries; greater or lesser proximity to one’s place of work; the prestige or stigma of the mere mention of the neighborhood where one lives; the chance – or lack of a chance – to select one’s circle of relationships and increase one’s social capital (BOURDIEU, 1997; KOWARICK, 2009).

The expressions “effect of place” (BOURDIEU, 1997), “effect of segregation” or “effect of territory” (MAURIN, 2004), and “effect of neighborhood” (MALOUTAS, 2011) designate the impact of one’s place of residence and the social characteristics of its population on “the living conditions and social mobility of the inhabitants” (MALOUTAS, 2011, p. 288). They also more specifically designate the impact of territory on the school destinies of individuals (MAURIN, 2004).

In recent years there have been more studies addressing the consequences that the characteristics of a territory have for educational opportunities. In many of these studies, the assumption that the territory is important in understanding the issue of education offers a new possibility of understanding the production and the reproduction of school inequalities associated with social stratification and with conditions of educational provision (BEN AYED, POUPEAU, 2009; RIBEIRO, KOSLINSKI, 2009a).

However, the existence of this effect is the subject of debate. One of its dimensions is methodological in nature. While ethnographic studies


observed connections between the characteristics of territories and the conditions of schooling, studies that prioritize quantitative data state that it is difficult to separate the influence of territorial characteristics on schooling from the weight given to other drivers of social and school destinies, such as family drivers (MALOUTAS, 2011; MAURIN, 2004). This difficulty has led some researchers to seek quantitative evidence of the existence of the effect of territory and to seek to identify the mechanisms that produce it (BEN AYED, BROCCOLICHI, 2008; RIBEIRO, 2010).

Synthesizing this debate, Ribeiro and Koslinski (2009a) point out that the difficulty in quantitatively apprehending the effect of territory may stem from the mismatch between ways of characterizing the territory on the one hand and the nature of the mechanisms or social processes thought to produce this effect on the other. There is a problem first of all in the scale of the analysis, since macro-territorial classifications prevent the understanding of social processes that can be appreciated on the micro and meso-sociological levels. Secondly, there is thought to be a problem of demarcation of the phenomenon itself, since the quantitative descriptions of the territory prioritize the social and economic status of its population, and its effect is produced primarily by two dimensions: the first one is sociocultural, in other words, the types of sociability and social models in force in the territory (TORRES et al., 2005; ALVES, 2008; RIBEIRO, KOSLINSKI, 2009b; SANT’ANA, 2009), and the second is political and institutional, in other words, has to do with the quantity and quality of public services in these territories (TORRES et al., 2008).

If the first dimension of the controversy as to the existence of an effect of territory is methodological, the second is contextual. Arguments in favor of the hypothesis that the territory is important have presumed that its effect has a different incidence according to the profile of the society and the State under analysis (MALOUTAS, 2011). Thus, the effect of territory will be more significant in circumstances marked by major socio-economic and educational inequality, by intense sociocultural segregation and/or by contexts where a Welfare State capable of making rights universal has not been consolidated.

Since the metropolises of Spanish America and Brazil are strongly segregated and rights have not been consolidated as universal, this hypothesis has been invoked by some researchers as an important element for understanding its educational problems (TORRES et al., 2005; TORRES et al., 2008; ALVES et al., 2008; KAZTMAN, RIBEIRO, 2008; RIBEIRO, KOSLINSKI, 2009a; SANT’ANA, 2009). Despite this, empirical evidence cannot always be found to authorize the establishment of explanatory relations between the social and economic conditions of territorial units and the performance of students (SOARES et al., 2008).

The general objective of the study whose main findings are presented herein was therefore to explore the hypothesis of the effect of territory so as to contribute to an understanding of the educational problems of the large metropolises. Although studies of the effect of
territory in the field of education tend to dwell on performance and the educational opportunities of the individuals living in that territory, this study aimed to focus its action on the opportunities provided by the school in the territory (Ben Ayed, Broccolichi, 2008). The specific objectives of the study were to learn whether and how inequalities in levels of social vulnerability within the region being studied impacted the school in that region, the education provided at that school, and, through it, the performance of the students.

The purpose of this article is to present the conclusions of the investigation; to this end it is organized in four parts. Part One presents the methodological design; Part Two presents the main results concerning evidence obtained of the effect of territory; Part Three is a discussion of the mechanisms or processes that produce the effect of territory; and Part Four seeks to make explicit how the main processes of data interpretation will dialog with studies –particularly Brazilian studies – of educational inequalities in metropolises, and above all studies of the territorial expression of social inequalities.

METHODOLOGY
The study was carried out in the São Miguel Paulista sub-prefecture, located in the easternmost part of the municipality of São Paulo. This sub-prefecture, with its approximately 400,000 inhabitants, generally has life quality indicators that are lower than those in the center of the city.¹

Methodological choices sought to deal with difficulties in characterizing the effect of territory by means of two main strategies: one having to do with the way in which the study is segmented and the territorial classification; and the other having to do with the nature of the data. To define categories so as to spatially segment and characterize differences expressed in the urban territory, studies of the city usually consider districts or equivalent spaces as the smallest units for territorial analysis, without examining whether such units have been created on the basis of public administration needs. This option may be valid in certain circumstances, but is limited. The first constraint is that it does not allow an approach to differences that come into existence within the districts, thus sometimes reinforcing generic visions of peripheral regions. A second constraint is that these categories take very different sets of circumstances to be equivalent: for example (still in the case of the city of São Paulo) the Grajaú district, with over 400,000 inhabitants, and the Barra Funda district, with approximately 10,000 inhabitants. Finally, a third constraint appears when the boundaries of the districts are seen not to be adequate to identify the districts in the same way as they identify themselves on the basis of the social relations through which the population transforms and gives meaning to the urban space; for example, Avenida Paulista, experienced and signified as a benchmark territory for the city, actually straddles four districts and three sub-prefectures.

Thus, by opting to study inequalities within a region of the periphery – the sub-prefecture of São Miguel Paulista – which is usually thought of as a homogeneous whole, the data are organized on the basis of territorial units that intend to approach the scale of the daily experiences of local agents as much as possible. The Census-taking sector was therefore considered to be the smallest territorial unit for classifying the data. The first advantage of this is that the Census sectors are always comparable in scale, since they are defined on the basis of clusters of approximately 300 households. The second advantage is that census sectors may be grouped into larger units based on field data, giving information on how the population delimits and defines the territories in which it lives.

The second strategy has to do with the nature of the data gathered. Data was linked both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The quantitative data has to do with the population of the territories highlighted, with the equipment that seeks to assure social rights and with the characteristics of the schools and their students, and schools and students were the major units of analysis considered. The data encompasses the set of the population and the territory of the sub-prefecture, including its 61 public schools and students studying there. The data enables a descriptive panel to be created showing the correlations between differences in levels of social vulnerability of the territory and educational differences. Although the variables that have been used are presented throughout the description and analysis of the data, it should be pointed out that the description of the territory around the schools was carried out on the basis of the average of the São Paulo Social Vulnerability Index – Índice Paulista de Vulnerabilidade Social (VS) for the census sectors touched by a 1 km radius around each school.²

The quantitative data was produced by means of an ethnographic field study. This study was carried out during the 2009 school year in five primary schools of the state and municipal networks, chosen so as to represent different types of combination of three factors retained by the quantitative analysis: greater or lesser heterogeneity or homogeneity in the composition of its student body according to family cultural resources; greater or lesser social vulnerability for the area surrounding the school; a better or worse performance by the school in the IDEB (Compulsory Education Development Index or Índice de Desenvolvimento da Educação Básica).

The main data collection procedures involved observation and interview; procedures were carried out during the daily life of the school, and prioritized teachers of the final grades of the first and second segments of basic education as well as members of the school’s technical and administrative teams. When the results were organized and the first analyses produced, a debate was held involving the school directors and coordinators in order to validate the conclusions of the study; this procedure proved to be highly productive.²

² In the State and in the City of São Paulo, a 2 km radius is considered for enrollment at a school, measured by the postal code (CEP) that each family declares. However, given the proximity between schools in the region, we opted for a smaller radius allowing greater differentiation between the schools and their surrounding areas.
EVIDENCE OF THE EFFECT OF TERRITORY

The data reveal the existence of a correlation between the variation in levels of social vulnerability of the territory where the school is located and the educational opportunities provided to students: the higher the levels of social vulnerability of the area around the school, the more limited tend to be the quality of the educational opportunities offered by them.

There are two pieces of evidence that show the correlation between levels of social vulnerability of the area around the school and the quality of educational provision. One was obtained from the schools’ performance in the IDEB; the other was obtained from the students’ performance in the Prova Brasil.

VULNERABILITY OF THE AREA SURROUNDING THE SCHOOL AND THE SCHOOL’S IDEB

The IDEB results for the São Miguel Paulista schools vary according to the levels of social vulnerability of the territories where the schools are located. The more vulnerable the territories where the schools are located, the lower tends to be their scores in the IDEB, as Figure 1 shows.

The graph shows the distribution of schools in São Miguel Paulista by their IDEB performance and their location in more or less vulnerable territories. The horizontal axis expresses the level of social vulnerability of the schools, measured by IPVS within a 1 km radius around them. The greater the IPVS, the more vulnerable the territory. The vertical axis represents the standard distance (afastamento padronizado –
AP⁴ – in its Portuguese abbreviation) from the average IDEB score for the sub-prefecture of schools in São Miguel Paulista. This value is standardized in standard deviation units, considering school performance in the early and final years of primary school. AP = 0 means that the school has an identical performance to the average for the sub-prefecture. When a school’s IDEB is below the sub-prefecture average, it receives a negative score. When above, positive.⁵

Graph 1 not only shows that the level of social vulnerability of the territory is an important variable for understanding differences between schools, but it also allows three groups of schools to be identified according to the level of social vulnerability of their surrounding areas. They are shown by the ellipses and may be presented in the following way: Schools located in low social vulnerability territories, whose IPVS is lower than 3.0, nearly always have IDEB scores above the local average, and a significant number among this group have results between two and three standard deviations from the local average. Schools located in territories with medium social mobility, whose IPVS is greater than 3.0 and lower than 3.6, make up a group with greatly dispersed results; however, most of the schools in this group have IDEB scores above the local average. Schools located in territories with a higher social vulnerability are those whose IPVS is greater than 3.6 and virtually always have IDEB scores lower than the local average.

**VULNERABILITY OF THE AREA SURROUNDING THE SCHOOL AND STUDENTS’ PERFORMANCES**

The second proof of the effect of territory is given by students’ performance. Children with the same cultural resources perform differently in accordance with the level of social vulnerability of the place where the school in which they study is located. When children with few family cultural resources⁶ study in schools located in more vulnerable areas, the set of these children tends to have a worse performance compared with students from the same group who study in schools located in less vulnerable areas. In turn, students with greater cultural resources have lower scores when they study in schools located in territories with high social vulnerability.

Graphs 2 and 3 below show the distributions of fourth-grade students by their level of proficiency in the Portuguese language test of the 2007 Prova Brasil,⁷ relating this variable to the level of social vulnerability of the surrounding area of the school where they study.
There is, however, one difference between the two graphs. Whereas Graph 2 represents only students with scarce family cultural resources, Graph 3 represents only students with greater family cultural resources. The dark gray bar, in both graphs, always shows the performance of
students who study in schools whose surrounding area has a high degree of social vulnerability (greater than 3.6). The light gray bar represents students who study in schools with medium vulnerability (from 3 to 3.6). The medium gray bar represents students whose schools are in territories with low vulnerability (less than 3). The dotted bar is for comparison; it represents the results of all the students in that sub-prefecture who took the Prova Brasil, regardless of the location of the school where they study or of their sociocultural level.

Graph 2 shows that when students with scarce family cultural resources study in the more centrally-located schools of the sub-prefecture with less vulnerable surrounding areas, 38% of them have a performance below basic, virtually approaching what is found for the total set of the population (33%). However, when one observes students with the same profile studying in schools with a more vulnerable surrounding area, this percentage leaps to 50%. At the opposite end of the axis of proficiencies, only 10% of students have a below-basic performance when they study in schools with a very vulnerable surrounding area, a percentage that rises to 24% when one observes students with the same profile studying in schools whose surrounding area is less vulnerable, virtually identical to the set of students in this grade (25%).

Graph 3 shows what happens to the group of students with greater cultural resources in the sub-prefecture’s public school system. The percentage of students with this sociocultural profile and with a below-basic performance is striking, when they study in schools whose surrounding area is highly socially vulnerable: 41%. This percentage virtually attains that found when 50% of students with scarce cultural resources study in these schools. However, when these students study in schools with a less vulnerable surrounding area, the percentage whose performance is below basic falls to 19%, far less than what is found in the set of the population in the sub-prefecture (33%) and the value found in the group of students with greater cultural resources (38%). At the opposite end of the proficiency table, one finds that only 19% of those students studying in schools with a highly vulnerable surrounding area have an adequate or advanced performance, and that this rises to 39% when examining that part of the group studying in schools with less vulnerable surrounding areas, a value above what is found for the set of the population (25%).

Although this data reinforces the importance of family cultural resources in students’ performance, variations in the performance of students who have the same cultural resources prove the existence of inequalities produced by the school system that can be explained on the basis of the characteristics of a school’s surrounding area. These inequalities produced by the school system may exacerbate or mitigate those produced by differences between family cultural resources.

In the following item, we argue that the correlation between the variation in levels of social vulnerability of schools’ surrounding
areas and variations in the quality of education provided is due to a set of mechanisms or processes determining that high social vulnerability territories tend to accumulate disadvantages that are constraints to the provision of quality education. Likewise, these mechanisms or processes lead those schools that are more centrally-located or whose surrounding areas are less vulnerable, to accumulate relative advantages, which allows them to work better, and, by extension, obtain better results.

PRODUCING THE EFFECT OF TERRITORY

Five mechanisms or processes by means of which the vulnerable territories tend to restrict educational opportunities provided by schools located in them, were apprehended.

THE UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL EQUIPMENT

The first mechanism has to do with the distribution of social equipment in the territory: both social equipment and equipment in the public schools in the territory. On the basis of geo-coding, one can see that in territories which are highly socially vulnerable, apart from there being a scarcity of private services, there is also low coverage in terms of public facilities to guarantee social rights. The data in Table 1 show the low coverage of social equipment⁹ in territories with high IPVS.

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION AND SOCIAL EQUIPMENT IN SÃO MIGUEL PAULISTA, BY IPVS OF THE TERRITORY (IN %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPVS GROUP</th>
<th>1 and 2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 and 6</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population in 2007</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social equipment</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Fundação IBGE (2000); Fundação Saude (SÃO PAULO, 2011).

It can be observed that there is a mismatch between the concentration of social equipment and the concentration of population in situations of social vulnerability. In the extreme situation (IPVS 5 and 6), 22% of the population is concentrated in areas of greater vulnerability, but only 7% of the equipment. If one goes on to include the population living in territories above level four of social vulnerability, one has 53% of the population and 31% of the equipment.

Given that in territories scoring levels five and six in vulnerability there are virtually only primary schools there (particularly the early stage of this level of education), Basic Health Units and so-called Telecentros (small-business training centers), one can conclude that schools are the major type of state-public reference equipment for families living in this...
territory, and they tend to be isolated within it. The field work showed that the problems inherent to the social vulnerability of families and of the territory are apparent in these schools, requiring them to take up stances without, however, being able to face such challenges, which eventually blocks their ability to carry out activities specific to schools.

The most telling data has to do with how far the school is insulated from other social equipment in emergency situations, such as when the population falls victim to floods in the region and the schools are used as emergency facilities. Other episodes are those where conflicts outside the school end up having repercussions in terms of violence within the school, such as in the case of revenge or the settling of scores between individuals or rival gangs. However, teachers also recount episodes of difficulty in dealing with students who live in borderline situations produced by violence, precarious health conditions, or barely habitable homes. In all such cases, the school must address these needs without being able to count on the support of a well-structured, accessible network of public services.

THE UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENTS IN CHILD EDUCATION

The second mechanism or process is a development from the first and has to do with the distribution of the provision of child education in the territory. The data show that vulnerable territories had a low provision of enrollments in child education in 2007, which tends to make the possibility of access for children who study in schools in these areas a crucial factor for success at school. Table 2 shows data on this, taking into consideration only enrollments in preschool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPVS GROUP</th>
<th>1 and 2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 and 6</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>Gross preschool enrollment rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enrollments in preschool</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>4425</td>
<td>5817</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>12862</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6 year-old population*</td>
<td>1769</td>
<td>8213</td>
<td>8373</td>
<td>6587</td>
<td>24942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: INEP (BRASIL, 2007a); Fundação IBGE (2000); Fundação Seade (SÃO PAULO, 2004; 2011)

*Estimate

The gross preschool enrollment rate in São Miguel Paulista is low in the year under observation, but follows the pattern for the municipality. However, what the data shows is that the distribution of enrollments in the territory does not follow the pattern of distribution of the population.
as a result of the levels of social vulnerability of these territories. In Table 2 one may first of all observe that enrollment is almost equal to the number of children living in the area of lowest vulnerability, but is only some 10% of the population living in the most vulnerable territories. Secondly, one can also observe that while 26.4% of the 4-6 year-old population (6,587 people) inhabits territories with the highest social vulnerability, only 5.1% of enrollments (656 enrollments) are located in these areas. The numbers improve if one includes level 4 social vulnerability, but even so come to only slightly over 6,400 enrollments for a total population of nearly 15,000 children, in which case enrollments total 42% of the number of children from four to six.

It was not possible to accurately calculate the percentage of students in the first grade of schools located in the high-vulnerability territories with preschool facilities; however, the data available enables one to infer that it must be a small group, which is not enough to transfer to the collective setting of the classroom and the school itself the repertoire of knowledge and school culture codes whose transmission is one of the purposes of preschool. Familiarization with this repertoire, therefore, tends to be greater when one shifts to schools located in areas of less social vulnerability, where there is a greater provision of places.

In summary, these first two mechanisms show how the presence of social equipment in the territory (and child education in particular) helps deepen the inequalities of school that are also produced by differences in families’ cultural resources. Those territories with higher social vulnerability concentrate families with fewer cultural resources, and are therefore more distant from literate culture and the school universe. Thus, the gap between families’ cultural resources and the school culture is exacerbated by the isolation of the school in the territory, and by the deficit in provision of child education for families in highly vulnerable situations.

THE STRONG HOMOGENEITY OF THE SOCIO-CULTURAL MAKE-UP OF THE STUDENT BODY

The third mechanism or process that produces the effect of territory has specifically to do with the intertwining of the urban social issue with the educational issue, or, to be precise, the internalization of the social issue by schools. This mechanism is revealed by an analysis of the sociocultural make-up of the student body given variations in levels of social vulnerability in the areas surrounding these schools. As a rule, schools in vulnerable settings tend to present a strongly homogeneous student body with regard to lower levels of family cultural resources and to the place of residence in the school’s vulnerable neighborhood, as can be seen in Graph 4. This data provides evidence that the isolation of this population is internalized by schools located in highly socially vulnerable territories, in which this isolation takes on the form of isolation of the school.
On the vertical axis of this graph, the schools are distributed according to the sociocultural profile of their student body. When the Heterogeneity Index (HI) is equal to zero, we have a school whose student distribution according to their family cultural resources (K-Cult) is identical to the total distribution of students in the São Miguel Paulista public schools network. When the HI is positive, the school tends to bring together students with greater cultural resources, 0.10 being the point which separates this group of schools. When the HI is negative, the school tends to bring together students with fewer cultural resources, -0.10 being the point which separates this group of schools. On the horizontal axis of this graph, the schools are distributed according to the level of vulnerability of their surrounding areas. Here we adopt the average IPVS of sectors encompassed in a 1km radius around the school as in Graph 1.

We find three typical situations: i. schools located in regions with less social vulnerability tend to bring together students with greater family cultural resources; ii. schools located in territories of medium social vulnerability tend to have a heterogeneous student body, catering to students with a range of family social cultural profiles; iii. schools located in highly socially vulnerable territories tend to have a student body made up of children and young people with scarce family cultural resources who reside in the surrounding area.

The schools in this third group are strongly homogeneous. They are a microcosm of the highly socially vulnerable territory, concentrating its problems within themselves, and these problems are made intensely manifest to an extent that is sometimes difficult to control. In schools with a more heterogeneous student profile, the directors we interviewed state that such problems exist, but in a more watered-down form and are easier to manage. This dilutions occurs either because the problems happen less frequently and do not become routine or daily events, or because they affect a smaller number of students and do not become problems “of” the student body.
The field data also suggests that the very discourse of the teachers expresses differences in the ways in which social problems manifest themselves within schools located in more vulnerable settings compared with the other schools. In general, in those schools bringing together students with scarce cultural resources, vulnerability and its consequences are the attributes of a collectivity (“the student body”, “the clientèle”, “our students”), which is used sometimes as an explanation for the problems experienced by the school, whether disciplinary or academic. In turn, in those schools that do not bring together students with high social vulnerability, vulnerability and its consequences are held to be the attributes of individuals who stand out from the student body, which is sometimes used to justify either the importance of personal effort as a way of overcoming difficulties, or as an explanation for problems experienced by the individual in question.

To sum up, therefore, when they are isolated, when they are the main reference social facility in the territory, and when they bring together students with scarce sociocultural resources that tend not to be the fruit of preschool education, schools located in vulnerable settings end up internalizing the social dynamics of the territory, and eventually become a **continuum** indistinguishable from it. One of the consequences of this is that they are unable to overcome these patterns of the surrounding area in order to create a school environment that ensures teaching standards and learning for the students. These schools thus reinforce the social and cultural isolation of the population in their neighborhood: they reproduce within themselves patterns of urban and sociocultural segregation and also not only restrict possibilities for interaction with other social groups but also hamper opportunities for cultural development that are possible in the urban territory. For this reason they tend to reproduce within themselves the urban and sociocultural territorial segregation of the population that they serve, as well as the problems resulting from the segregation, as a negative peer effect restricting educational possibilities.

This is also revealed in the statements taken from many local mothers who fear that many of the dangers of “the world outside/the street” will be reproduced in the school, above all the patterns of coexistence marked by violence or by “the law of the strongest”, as well as drug dealing and drug abuse. These mothers demand that schools be a sort of rupture offering protection and care against these risks that they feel they are vulnerable to. From this point of view, schools are seen as extensions of the street and as spaces where “bad people hang out”, leading them to be avoided by the families themselves for exposing their children to risks they wish to avoid (SETUBAL, 2009; LOMONACO, GARRAFA, 2009).
DISADVANTAGES OF SCHOOLS IN VULNERABLE SETTINGS IN THE QUASI-MARKET

The fourth mechanism or process that produces the effect of territory has to do with the relations of interdependence among the school units themselves, whether in the micro-territories or inside the administrative facilities. Generally speaking, one finds that collaboration between schools is rarefied and there is a strong relation of competition among the schools for scarce resources in the territory, especially on the part of professionals and students whose characteristics are enhanced by the schools, making a hidden school quasi-market (VAN ZANTEN, 2005; COSTA, KOSLINSKI, 2009).

During our fieldwork we discovered the existence of this quasi-market both in regard to educational services and in regard to educational work. The former is defined by competition among families for enrollments in schools that better meet their educational expectations and by competition among schools for students to better meet the schools’ attitudinal and academic demands. The latter is defined by competition among teachers, pedagogical coordinators and directors for positions in schools occupying a prestigious position in the hierarchy that exists among them, and by competition among schools to attract professionals with affinity for the schools’ projects.

In this scenario of a dispute over scarce resources, schools located in areas of higher social vulnerability tend to be at a disadvantage, whereas schools located in medium and low vulnerability regions tend to be at an advantage, either competing in the quasi-market for educational services, or competing in the quasi-market of educational work.

This data was obtained during field work, and for this reason the relations between the quasi-market and variations in levels of social vulnerability could not be tested in a quantitative study. However, there was a great deal of evidence that schools located in territories with medium and low social vulnerability, owing to their advantageous position in the relations of competition, can more easily attract professionals who are more qualified and engaged, and attract students with greater family cultural resources, and who adapt better to the way the schools operate. For this reason, it is easier for them to impose demands with regard to behavior, professional engagement, and academic performance, which pressures those who cannot adapt – students or teachers – to seek other institutions. Thus these schools “exteriorize” their problems, in all three spheres: teaching staff, administration, or student body. As a result of this advantageous position, it is easier for them to develop good internal management of times and spaces for learning.

In turn, schools located in highly vulnerable territories accumulate disadvantages and tend to become “decanters” for a range of problems of schools in an advantageous situation. Schools in vulnerable settings tend,
first of all, as we have indicated, to cluster students with scarce family cultural resources. Given their location in peripheral and highly socially vulnerable regions, enrollment in these schools is unattractive to families with greater cultural resources or who do not live in the area immediately surrounding the school. Even among families in the immediate vicinity of the schools, there are those with higher educational expectations who seek to enroll their children in better organized and better located schools, generally in less vulnerable areas.

Secondly, these schools find it more difficult to attract and maintain a stable staff of qualified and engaged professionals. They tend to face greater staff turnover, have unfilled vacancies, and a larger number of teachers not admitted through public competitive examinations. Every end of year, several teachers, coordinators and directors ask to be transferred to other schools. In these schools the problem of staff absenteeism in the second stage of primary school is more acute. These schools, living under tension and facing a routine that leads to dispersal and desegregation, the high turnover of teachers, the unfilled positions, and the numerous absences of teachers end up undermining the institutional conditions needed for the school to work.

The fact that these schools receive the “problems” rejected by schools in an advantageous position in the dispute for resources largely means that they help other schools work. The well positioned schools are able to “exteriorize” their problems and assure better conditions for their operation, knowing that the school system will guarantee those students who transfer away from them the right to enroll, and find positions for teachers who do not adapt to them. They benefit from and depend on these other schools where the problems decant and concentrate (YAIR, 1996). Reproduction of this interdependence reinforces the isolation of the schools in vulnerable settings, and they end up the victims of the avoidance strategies of parents, students and professionals who feel able to choose another establishment.

SCHOOLS FROM VULNERABLE SETTINGS TO BE FILLED AND THE INSTITUTIONAL MODEL OF THE SCHOOL

The fifth mechanism or process producing the effect of territory has to do with the didactic-pedagogical dimension and is specifically the institutional model that guides the school. Based on Dubet (2002, 2008), we herein assume that the institutions are relatively stable and long-lasting modes of organizing activities that are valid in a given social space and tend to impose themselves on individuals. In this sociologist’s view, institutions possess an institutional program that acts intentionally to transform its participants in a specific direction.

In the case of schools, carrying out this institutional program demands compliance with some prerequisites by students and by
teachers. The dispute engaged in by schools over students and teachers in the quasi-market results from this need to marshal professionals and audiences who come closer to the conditions for the fulfillment of their program. Therefore, the different positions of schools in the competition for professionals, students and resources are expressed in possibilities of greater or lesser administrative and pedagogical organization. The better situated schools within this competition scenario more easily assure students and teaching staff who meet these prerequisites, which in turn assures them of better operation. In those schools that decant and concentrate the problems of other schools, these prerequisites are not met and the institutional model is driven to the verge of non-feasibility.

Regarding the students, the institutional model presupposes, for example, that they will join the school in the first year with a prior familiarity with written language and having internalized certain modes of behavior and relating to others suitable for school activities. During the first part of primary education (EF1) these students will be accompanied by reference teachers who will keep an eye on them every day of the week and personify all activities, all times, all spaces, and all routines of school life. In the second segment of primary education (EF2) this model assumes that the student will have internalized and appropriated those modes of acting, thinking and relating to the school environment that were formerly personified in the figure of the teacher. Thus, in the transition from EF1 to EF2, the student begins to relate more directly, with fewer mediations, with the overall school environment, which becomes more fragmentary, impersonal, and faster than it was in EF1. It is expected, in EF2, that the student will be capable of acting autonomously in school activities, knowing, for example, how to organize himself in his spaces and times based on impersonal markers such as the bell, telling the time on the clock, or the movements of people from one place to another. This model also assumes that in the early years students will have developed relative intellectual autonomy in terms of knowledge, which will be necessary to deal with the fragmentation of subjects and with different teachers responsible for each of them.

Teachers themselves are also affected by this fragmentation, acceleration, and impersonality in EF2. For teachers, teaching in EF2 means giving classes in a number of classrooms and to a large number of students. As if that were not enough, teachers accumulate duties and their classes are normally distributed over two and even three parts of the day. Since they do not spend much time with the classes, and since their work is organized according to the false assumption that a series of prerequisites has been met in EF1, teachers at EF2 level are often faced by major hurdles to doing their work. The demands of the school model on teachers add to these difficulties. For EF2 to work well, teachers must engage in collective planning activities, preferably thinking of primary education as a whole, they must not be absent frequently, and on any given day not many teachers may be absent.
To sum up, for the institutional model to work a relative stability in the school’s mode of working is assumed, which may only be obtained if these student and teacher prerequisites are met. Since “problems” shake the stability essential to good administrative and pedagogical operations, they are “externalized” by well-organized schools, thus enabling good management of learning times and spaces. In counterpoint to this, it is because these problems concentrate and “decant” in certain schools that good management of learning times and spaces faces hurdles unlikely to be overcome.

DISCUSSION

In our concluding remarks we intend to confront, in the existing literature, explanations that we have put forward herein as to the educational inequalities found in the survey. We shall pay special attention to recent studies of the metropolitan educational issue in Brazil that seek to match inputs from urban sociology with inputs from the sociology of education.\textsuperscript{16}

Ribeiro and Koslinski (2009a) point out three main modes of interpreting the effect of territory. The first emphasizes aspects of educational demand and prioritizes cultural aspects arising within poorer groups, with reference to the hypothesis of social disorganization and of cultural scarcities that result from the ghettoization of this population. This point of view argues that such areas suffer from the consolidation of antisocial behaviors, the weakening of social networks, and the fragility of community mechanisms that could otherwise strengthen behaviors of collective effectiveness in favor of the school. This mode of interpretation approximates it to theories on the culture of poverty developed in the USA in the 1960s, emphasizing behavioral deviation, scarcities and absences felt by this population, and moral aspects of the poorer population, making individuals in these conditions responsible for the situation in which they live (KOWARICK, 2009, p. 34-39). The second way of explaining the effect of territory, which the present authors prefer to the first, also emphasizes the educational demand side. In this case, the US debate on poverty is also felt, since they call upon works produced by those who sought to renew this debate in the 1980s (KOWARICK, 2009, p. 39-45), prioritizing macro-social structures responsible for producing the phenomenon of urban poverty as much as the social patterns that are established within these groups, and the relationship between such groups and the middle and higher layers of society. In this approach, the emphasis falls on the isolation produced by the ghettoization of poorer populations, which denies them access to the social standards that obtain among the middle and upper classes, from the networks of social relations that enable greater social transit and the distribution of the available goods and services in the open space, and that in extreme cases of vulnerability favor disruption of social life, and the exacerbation of a culture of individualism, criminality and anti-school attitudes. Thus, based on the assumption that current social patterns in the
primary socialization group and in interactions with those closest exert a
great force on the construction of the subjects, this explanation prioritizes
the distancing that is consolidated between these patterns and the culture
demanded by the school. A third way of interpreting the effect of territory
prioritizes the education and services supply side for the population living
in highly socially vulnerable territories. These interpretations are based
on the assumption that these individuals are influenced by the quality of
the services offered to them, and that therefore the quality of provision of
schooling may have impacts on students’ school performance.

In their study, Ribeiro and Koslinski (2009a) seek to articulate the
effects of territory on educational supply and demand, by mobilizing
the second and third forms of interpreting the effect of territory. It
may be said that this is a solution that has prevailed in studies on
the issue, although its explanatory weight may fall differently upon
another aspect. The emphasis on sociocultural aspects of demand that
are influenced by social isolation in the territory can be seen in studies
such as those of Alves et al. (2008), Ribeiro and Koslinski (2009a), Ribeiro
Thus, especially when the schools located in these regions bring together
students with a homogeneous profile as to family cultural and economic
resources and social capital, there will be an effect stemming from this
relatively homogeneous collective (peer effect) which will enhance the
effect that is produced by traditionally studied family characteristics,
when considered individually, such as race, sex, income, level of
schooling of parents.

Explanations falling in the educational supply side, taking
into consideration the social differences expressed in the territory, are
less widely emphasized in the literature. Studies underpinned by this
explanatory school of thought show that the educational inequalities
associated with differences in levels of social vulnerability within
territories are also produced by the unequal distribution of state resources
by public policies. Torres et al. (2008) highlight inequality in the allocation
of those teachers ranking highest in competitive public examinations for
admission, and top scoring throughout their careers, as well as differences
in guaranteeing the duration of students’ school careers.

In the study carried out in São Miguel Paulista, these two prevailing
explanatory procedures were mobilized in the three first mechanisms or
social processes apprehended as producers of the effect of territory. However,
the studies discussed so far in this paper do not highlight other aspects
explored in the investigation that stem from data obtained during fieldwork.

Van Zanten (2006) shows that the competitive relationship among
schools and their position in the hierarchy of prestige have consequences
for their internal workings and the way in which they open outwards. In
the framework of the perception of this phenomenon, studies into the
educational quasi-market in metropolises have been conducted. As shall
be seen below, these studies have not found strong enough correlations
between educational inequalities and variations in the level of social vulnerability among territories.

Studying the case of Rio de Janeiro, Costa and Koslinski (2009) and Koslinski and Costa (2009) chose to study the effects on the running of schools and on the learning of students produced by the competition both on the educational supply side and on the demand side, although the latter dimension received more attention.

Emphasizing school-family relations, the literature that is critical of quasi market policies shows that families’ search for schools with better reputations and schools’ search for students who best meet their expectations of behavior and performance, lead on the one hand to a trend for schools to cluster students with higher socio-economic levels, and on the other hand for schools with less prestige to bring together students with a lower socio-economic level (COSTA, KOSLINSKI, 2009; VAN ZANTEN, 2006; YAIR, 1996). This results in the deepening of inequalities and exacerbation of the hierarchy of prestige among schools, consolidating some schools as catering to those students with fewer cultural resources that other schools avoid.

Gad Yair (1996), who carried out a survey in a large city in Israel, states that competition between schools is not global, but takes place between schools ranking close to each other in the relation structure connecting them. Studying what he calls the market ecology, the author shows that schools differ from each other in the hierarchy of prestige and in their profiles. There will be competition between schools that are close in the market; there will be cooperation between distant schools, especially when they are in inverted hierarchical positions. Thus, as we learned in São Miguel Paulista, less prestigious schools abet the more prestigious ones, since they assure the right to enrollment to those students avoided by schools in advantageous positions in the quasi-market. Competition, therefore, produces interdependencies between schools and self-reproducing profiles, while they reproduce each other, a conclusion similar to what was reached when studying the schools of São Miguel Paulista.

Studies of the quasi-market can enter upon a fruitful dialog with studies mobilizing the concept of the peer effect to study educational differences. Although they do not make explicit the concept of the quasi-market, one example would be the studies (in the case of Belo Horizonte) of Soares et al. (2008) and Alves (2010). The authors mobilize the concept of the peer effect to explain differences between students’ performances resulting from the socio-economic make-up of the student bodies in the schools. To explain this socio-economic make-up, the authors raise the hypothesis that families with more intense educational investment and with a higher socio-economic level tend to seek schools which have better reputations and a student body of a higher socio-economic level, thus reproducing within the public school system the patterns of inequality found in society (ALVES, 2010).
Soares et al. (2008) attempted to relate this explanation to the distribution of schools in the territory of Belo Horizonte, dividing it into 121 spatial areas deemed homogeneous; however, they did not find sufficient results to support the existence of this relation. However, as the authors state, these relations with the territory very likely went unnoticed because they worked with large territorial units instead of prioritizing the area immediately surrounding the schools.

In the study that is the subject of this article, we perceive that the structure of the hidden school quasi-market relates to variations in the level of social vulnerability of the territories. However, rather than being a closed explanatory model, we have sought to show herein that there are a wide range of interrelated processes that tend to lead to an accumulation of educational disadvantages in territories that are more highly socially vulnerable and that, by definition, possess fewer resources to meet the challenges they face.

Observing Graphs 1 and 4, one can see that the fourth school marked as a square, whose IPVS is slightly above 4, is the only one located in a high vulnerability area with an IDEB score above the local average (cf. Graph 1), and is the one notable exception. However, Graph 4 reveals that this school has a student body that accumulates more cultural resources than might be expected from schools located at this point of the IPVS axis, a difference that may be observed between the actual position of the school in the graph and the point where the straight line of the trend meets the position of its IPVS. In other words, since the school has consolidated itself as a unit that attracts and maintains students with greater cultural resources within this area of high vulnerability, it manages more easily to develop very effective forms of managing the learning spaces and times.

This is a school that has prestige in its location, which is a small patch of older urbanization that is surrounded by a large slum area. Over the course of years this school has managed to develop mechanisms to protect and defend itself against the effect of territory through its favorable position in the quasi-market. Since it concentrates those students with greater family cultural resources from the micro-region, teachers from neighboring schools state that it faces few problems. According to these teachers, the school has few problems because it has exteriorized them to their own schools.17

This case, which appears to be exceptional, actually confirms the regularity of the phenomenon we seek to demonstrate. This is where the school quasi-market intersects with variations in the levels of vulnerability in the territory, mediated by the prerequisite demanded by the school model. Thus, in seeking to bring together conditions for this model to operate, schools establish disputes and competition among themselves, and those located in more vulnerable settings are at a disadvantage in these relations, although there may exceptionally be schools in vulnerable areas that escape the effect of territory through the quasi-market, and schools in less vulnerable areas that are disadvantaged in the competition
for students and teachers. However, as an overall pattern, the data in this study suggest that the existence of a quasi-market – certainly hidden and not encouraged by deliberate policies – is an important mechanism enabling the effect of territory.

It is from this point of view that we may return to our final process/mechanism that produces the effect of territory. The affirmation that the organization of educational activity presupposes students from families with educational or school capital is well-known in the sociology of education (BOURDIEU, PASSERON, 2008). We set out from this thesis to argue that the institutional model organizing the school presupposes a profile of the student and the teacher, and is not suited to the new actual situation of metropolitan public schools stemming from two factors that came together as of the 1990s: the explosion of the new urban social issue, and the enabling of universal access to primary school.

Everything indicates that this collapse has to do with an institutional model clearly not meeting the needs and possibilities of its real audience. Therefore, when the school selects pupils and teachers that have affinity with its institutional projects, and when it is not invaded by the disruptive demands and practices of poorer territories, when it “exteriorizes” its more disruptive cases, then it seems to possess suitable conditions to enable the operation of this institutional model. Therefore, the presuppositions on which the institutional model depends to reproduce itself begin to disappear when the school body is very large, when more than 1,500 students may attend, overwhelmingly with scarce cultural resources, when dynamics of poorer territories encroach upon the school, when its teachers are besieged and assailed by the violence of the surrounding area, and by violence in the facility itself, and when the school suffers from a high turnover of staff. In summary, the institutional model cannot work properly when the school becomes a focal point for decanting the problems of the system and of the territory.

Thus, if the institutional model only works at the expense of the “externalization” of an audience that does not meet the prerequisites demanded, it might then be prudent to conclude that the population has been given universal access to a school model that cannot be universalized. This model was structured under different historical and cultural conditions, to meet the needs of an audience that was very different from today’s; the model led to high rates of exclusion in the recent past, to which the high rates of failure and truancy bear witness. One expression of this mismatch between the expectations of the institutional model and the characteristics of the population seeking public schooling, may be the burden of prejudice against students and lack of belief in their ability to learn, as presented in the studies by Alves et al. (2008) Costa and Koslinski (2009), Torres et al. (2008).

The result one may expect of this state of affairs is the profound reproduction of social inequalities, presented as a form of “harmless” exclusion (BOURDIEU, CHAMPAGNE, 1997; FREITAS, 2002), since the children
and adolescents remain enrolled, but in schools unable to assure them either of protection or the conditions for their learning and development. Furthermore: since inequalities in the social space in metropolises find their expression in the territory (BOURDIEU, 1997) and do so by means of avoidance mechanisms actuated by those in higher positions towards those in lower positions (MAURIN, 2004), we conclude that the school system not only reproduces social segregation in the make up of its student bodies, but also distributes unequally the supply of quality education throughout the social hierarchy made objective in the space.

What we have tried to show is that beyond the major inequalities that are clearly present in the whole range of the social space of the city of São Paulo, this process is also present within a peripheral region through the articulation of four dimensions that penetrate and influence each other: policies of distribution of social equipment; schools internalizing the urban social question; the consequences of competition in the school quasi-market; and the didactic-pedagogical organization of the schools.
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